I Like IKE
The Remarkable Life of Dwight D. Eisenhower

Week Seven – Second Term
RED SATELLITE STREAKS OVER U. S.

Poles Lash Out Against Reds; Seek Freedom

‘Moon’ Spotted By Observer At Columbus
“The launch of Sputnik was a major global propaganda and prestige triumph for Russian Communism” - New York Times

“The day Sputnik orbited around the Earth the United States became a second-rate power.” - Arthur C. Clarke

“A greater defeat for our country than Pearl Harbor“ - Edward Teller

“The Soviets could one day be dropping bombs on us from space like kids dropping rocks onto cars from freeway overpasses“ - Senator Lyndon Johnson

“What is at stake is nothing less than our survival”: - Senator Mike Mansfield

“Now, so far as the satellite itself is concerned, that does not raise my apprehensions, not one iota” – Dwight Eisenhower
Eisenhower Develops a Plan

- Creates Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
- National Defense Education Act (NDEA)
- Converts NACA into NASA
- Announces Project Mercury
- Transfers Army rocket program in Huntsville to NASA, approves development of Saturn V.
Project Mercury Goals

• Place a manned spacecraft in orbit.
• Investigate man’s ability to function in space.
• Recover the pilot and spacecraft safely.
KENNEDY WINS

But His Margin Is Razor-Thin
As Nixon Cuts Into Early Lead;
Prop. 1 Trails--Prop. 15 Loses

MORE JETS TO LOS ANGELES
THE ONLY JETS TO SAN DIEGO

MORE JETS TO LOS ANGELES
THE ONLY JETS TO SAN DIEGO

Prop. 1 Falls Behind
—Prop. 15 Beaten

Nixon Reduces Foe's Early Lead

Kennedy Keeps Thin State Lead

Presidential Race
Nixon Reduces Foe's Early Lead

Democrats Keep Control Of Congress

THE INDEX

Election In Brief

WASHINGTON: Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, D-Minn., said the Democratic victory in the Senate was a "pivotal victory" that "will determine the future of the United States." The Senate voted 66-34 to confirm President Kennedy's nominee for attorney general, Robert F. Kennedy.

WASHINGTON: The House of Representatives voted 263-160 to confirm President Kennedy's nomination of Douglas H. Hofstadter for secretary of agriculture.

WASHINGTON: A Senate committee approved President Kennedy's nomination of Robert F. Kennedy for secretary of commerce.
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WASHINGTON: President Kennedy and Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson met with members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to discuss the latest developments in the Korean War.

WASHINGTON: President Kennedy announced that he would seek re-election in 1964.
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